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At AXPONA 2014 Emerald Physics will show a complete system that we sell as a package, 

Internet Direct, thru Underwood Hifi for $5999.00.   

 

The system features: 

1) Emerald Physics CS3 MKII open baffle controlled dispersion loudspeakers. The CS3 MK2 

uses custom Emerald Physics drivers, crossovers, both analog & digital, & beautiful new design. 

They are shown in the optional Anthracite Tri-coat automotive finish. 

There is not a single part from the highly reviewed original CS3 used in this new MK2 version 

Retail: $3500.00/pr in matte black 

 

2) The speakers are driven by the Emerald Physics EP100.2SE Special Edition 100 watt/ch 

hybrid digital amplifier with Emerald Physics designed analog power supply.  

Retail: $2200.00 

    

3) The system uses a REL T9 subwoofer for the bass under 75Hz and is crossed over by the 

included Emerald Physics DSP2.4 digital electronic crossover /equalizer.  

The $850.00 DSP2.4 comes with the CS3 MK2 speakers. 

Retail $1200.00 

 

4) The DSPeaker Anti-Mode Dual Core 2.0 is used as our preamp, DAC and room 

correction device. This Stereophile Class A recommended unit is also a Golden Ear Absolute 

Sound rated product. Retail: $1200.00 

 

The sources are a Mac Mini computer run into the DSPeaker thru a Wyred 4 Sound uLink USB 

to SPDIF converter as well as the PS Direct Stream Digital DAC run by XLR analog cable into 

the DSPeaker. We also have a Marantz CD-5004 used as a transport run into the PS DAC to play 

CD’s.    

 

System retail price: $8100.00  

Internet Direct package price thru Underwood Hifi is $5999.00. Save $2100.00 

 

We are also showing the PS Audio Direct Stream Digital DAC at the first show since 

introduction. Paul McGowen, owner of PS Audio, will be here to answer questions. It upsamples 

all inputs whether PCM or DSD to 10 times DSD and uses a field programmable gate array 

(FPGA) as its DAC. Retail $5999.00 

 

All Emerald Physics products are Made in the USA 

Call Walter Liederman at 770-667-5633 with any questions 
underwoodwally@aol.com - www.emeraldphysics.com 
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